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About This Game

First person view horror game. You are the cop, who fell asleep in his office. Waking up, you learn of some psychopath who
craves for your death and informs of this through notes. Try to get out of the police station avoiding meeting the robot guard.

Leave the police station as soon as possible.
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amazing game, add me if you want to play, or if you want a key of these game. I don't know, but i getting really hungry while
playing this game for some reason. By the way, there are some interesting puzzles as well.. they screwed me over! THEY
SCREWED EVERYONE OVER!. Great game...

But sadly, following an update October 2016 none of the DLC works.
So would recommend purchasing elsewhere.
I would happily switch my recommendation if it magically started working again.

Having said that, I never did see any chimpanzees.... It's an easy 4x4 sudoku, so it only took me about 6 minutes to get the 5
achievements, but this would likely be good for someone trying to learn how to play sudoku.. Sucks Alot Of♥♥♥♥♥♥!. I
contemplated this one a bit before I bought it - then it went on sale for just under $8 CAD. I read a lot of negative comments on
here about the game, but I watched a few game play videos online and decided I was going to buy it. I grew up on a dairy farm
and have also played and enjoyed numerous farm games and I have to say - I enjoy this game.
Yes, the game play is a little slow as it uses real time building similar to Prison Architect, where you have to wait for the
workers to arrive and build the structure. I think this may be where the game looses a lot of people. In terms of a farm sim, its
fairly simple. You build a structure - you put things into it and it gives you things back that you can take and put into something
else that makes another thing that you use to make a thing to use to make the other thing.....get it? I am happy with the price I
paid - I don't know if it's worth 25$ though. It has a cute little campaign with a story about a dad and his son trying to save the
family farm. It has scenarios and a free play mode where you can build your own farm. The graphics are pretty good for the
price. If you are familiar with this type of game and the Prison Architect style of building, you will probably get your moneys
worth of enjoyment out of the game.
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Lol 1 to 2 Hours that is a joke. Without no guide i had all achievements and completed the game 100% in under 30 minutes.
This game is only worth it if you want too pay too see green and purple boobs so if that's what you are looking for this is the
game for you.. superb gem of game! it has all the feel of a 90s era game like Star Control or Star Flight, Starships Unlimited or
countless other space exploration\/strategy games of then. there is a lot going on in this game, the 2d minigames are many and
varied, from blowing up asteroids for rare power crystals, to boarding a distressed ship and taking out the alien invader while
trying to repair the ship and extinguish fires, to firing research probes through anomalies and wormholes, and alsovisiting
planets to collect materials and other surprises . the gui has alot on it but it it is all explainedd and one gets the hang of it pretty
quickly.
i prob like this more than other similar games like endless sky or unending galaxy, because in this game you have alot may
freedom to go at your own pace, time moves only when you do.
i like the varying types of stations you can go to - general space stations, spaceship factories, trade centers as well as merchant
ships. the game hasa alot of random events - good and bad ones, however nothing so random or ridiculous so as to ruin the game
ever.
this one i will be playing for a while!. Underated gem. Well it's alright educational game to help child learn words but I can't
recommend this because I got this from 3D Realms Anthology bundle and to me this is just filler game in that bundle.. It's as if
Crusader Kings 2, Space Rangers, and Dwarf Fortress had an orgy, and now no one knows who the parent is.

It has the most ingenious idea for conversation modeling and social network modelling I have ever seen. It isn't a perfectly
polished or balanced thing but I'm so glad that it exists. It feels like a successful thesis, for someone who thought deep and hard
about what it would mean to create a truly dynamic world with interacting agents. Who looked at every static, signpost NPC and
fetch quest and decided to try and seriously solve it once and for all.

Even if this game isn't perfect, I can pretty much guarantee that some of the ideas being shown off here are going to inspire
other game developers who are trying to sove the riddle of dynamic narrative. For me, anyway, that alone makes it worth
buying.
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